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195 PO (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English model SF80110 Model SF70110 Model SF60110 Don't forget to try these other fine Intex products: pools, Pool accessories, inflatable pools and home toys, air beds and boats are available at excellent retailers or visit our website. Due to the continuous product improvement policy, Intex reserves the right to change the specifications and appearance, which can lead to an update of the instruction without notice.
OWNER'S MANUAL only for illustrative purposes. Important! DO NOT RETURN PRODUCT TO STORE To buy parts and accessories or receive no technical assistance, visit www.intexcorp.com For technical assistance and missing parts call us for free (for U.S. and Canadian residents): 1-800-234-6839 Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time 195-PO-R0-1406 IMPORTANT SAFETY RULES Read, understand and follow all the instructions carefully before installing and using this product.
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warranty............................................................... 24 TABLE OF CONTENTS Page 3 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English page 3 IMPORTANT SAFETY RULES Read, understand and follow all instructions carefully before installing and using this product. READ AND FOLLOW ALL INSTRUCTIONS WARNING - To reduce the risk of injury, don't let children use this product. Always keep an eye on children and people
with disabilities. Children should stay away from this product and electric cord (s). Build and disassemble only adults. Risk of electric shock. Connect only to a ground-type vessel, this product is provided by a ground fault chain breaker. If you need to replace the fork or cord, use only identical spare parts. Always disconnect this product from the electrical outlet before removing, cleaning, maintaining or making any adjustments in the Product. The device is provided with a ground fault chain breaker (GFCI). To test
GFCI, click the test button. The GFCI must interrupt the power supply. Click the reset button, the power should be restored. If the GFCI doesn't work that way. GFCI is defective. If the GFCI interrupts the pump's power without pressing the test button, the ground current flow indicates the possibility of electric shock. Don't use this pump. Turn off the pump and fix the problem with a qualified service representative before using it. Don't bury the electrical cord. Find a cord where it will not be damaged by
lawnmowers, hedge trimmers and other equipment. To reduce the risk of electric shock, immediately replace the damaged cord. Use a qualified electrician to replace the cord. Do not use extension cords, timers, plug adapters or converters to connect the device to electricity to reduce the risk of electric shock; Provide a properly positioned socket. Don't try to plug or disable this product while standing in the water or when your hands are wet. Do not use the Device Leak Interrupter (ALCI) instead of GFCI, as ALCI
will not protect people. Move this product away from the pool so that children don't climb on it and don't have access to the pool. Do not operate this product when the pool is busy. To reduce the risk of infection, never enter the pool if the suction plant component is loose, broken, cracked, damaged or absent. Immediately replace the free, broken, damaged, cracked or missing components of the suction strainer. Never play or swim near sucking fittings. Your body or hair may be trapped, causing irreversible
injury or drowning. To prevent damage to equipment and the risk of injury, always turn off the pump before changing the position of the filter control valve. Never operate this product above the maximum working pressure stated on the filter tank. Dangerous pressure. Incorrect assembly of the valve lid can cause the valve cover to deflate and cause serious injury, property damage or death. This product is designed to be used only for the purposes described in the guide! FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THESE
WARNINGS MAY RESULT IN PROPERTY DAMAGE, ELECTRIC SHOCK, ENTANGLEMENT OR OTHER SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH. This product is for use only with storable pools. Do not use with permanently installed pools. The Storable Pool is built so that it is able to be willingly dismantled for storage and collected to its original tightness. A permanent pool is built in the ground or on the ground or in a building in such a way that it cannot be easily dismantled for storage. These product warnings,
instructions and safety rules provided by the product represent common risks of water rest devices and do not cover all cases of risk and danger. Please use common sense and common sense while enjoying any water activity. Page 4 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH ENGLISH ENGLISH X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 Английская страница 4 PARTS REFERENCE Перед сборкой вашего продукта, пожалуйста, найдите несколько минут, чтобы
проверить содержимое и ознакомиться со всеми частями. ПРИМЕЧАНИЕ: Рисунки только для иллюстрации цели. Фактический продукт может варьироваться. Не для масштабирования. - Необязательно. 1 5 9 11 2 13 35 20 32 33 34 19 3 6 7 12 15 16 17 18 8 10 1 4 38 39 40 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 21 22 23 24 25 26 3 6 21 22 23 28 29 30 36 21 22 23 28 29 31 3695 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English
Page 5 REF. NO. ОПИСАНИЕ ЗТИ. ЗАПАСНАЯ ЧАСТЬ NO. SF80110 SF70110 SF60110 1 PRESSURE GAUGE 1 11411 11224 11224 2 6-WAY VALVE 1 11378 11496 11496 3 DRAIN OUTLET COVER 1 11131 11131 11131 4 CLAMP 1 11380 11380 11380 5 TANK O-RING 1 11379 11379 11379 6 SAND SHIELD 1 11382 11382 11382 7 CENTER PIPE HUB 1 11815 11813 11814 8 LATERAL 10 11484 11384 11384 9 DRAIN VALVE CAP 1 11456 11456 11456 10 DRAIN VALVE O-RING 1 11385 11385
11385 11 L-SHAPE O-RING 4 11228 11228 11228 12 HOSE WITH NUTS 2 11009 11009 11009 13 SAND FILTER INTERCONNECTING HOSE 1 11820 11388 11535 14 LEAF TRAP NUT 1 11822 11479 11479 15 LEAF TRAP O-RING 1 11824 11232 11232 16 BASKET 1 11821 11260 11260 17 FILTER HOUSING NUT 1 11261 11261 11261 18 L-SHAPE O-RING 1 11412 11412 11412 19 AIR RELEASE VALVE / SEDIMENT RELEASE VALVE 2 10460 10460 10460 20 VALVE O-RING 2 10264 10264 10264
21* PLUNGER VALVE (HOSE O-RING &amp; STEP WASHER INCLUDED) 2 10747E 10747E 10747E 22* HOSE O-RING 2 10262 10262 10262 23* STEP WASHER 2 10745 10745 10745 24* STRAINER NUT 2 10256 10256 10256 25* FLAT STRAINER RUBBER WASHER 2 10255 10255 10255 26* THREADED STRAINER CONNECTOR 2 11235 10744 10744 27* ADJUSTABLE POOL INLET NOZZLE 1 11074 11074 11074 28* ADAPTOR B 2 10722 10722 10722 29* STRAINER CONNECTOR 2 11070
11070 11070 30* POOL INLET NOZZLE 1 11071 11071 11071 31* STRAINER GRID 1 11072 11072 11072 32 SCREW 2 11381 11381 11381 33 PUMP MOTOR &amp; CONTROL 1 11817 11805EG 11807EG 34 PRE-FILTER ASSEMBLY 1 11826 11371 11371 35 LEAF TRAP COVER 1 11823 11480 11480 36* VACUUM RELEASE VALVE 2 11437 11437 11437 37* VACUUM RELEASE VALVE CAP (NOT SHOWN) 2 11576 11576 11576 38 SAND FILTER PUMP MOTOR INLET O-RING 2 11457 11457
11457 39 SAND FILTER PUMP TANK 1 11804 11802 11803 40 SAND FILTER PUMP TANK BASE 1 11816 11800 11801 41 НИТЕВИДНЫЙ РАЗЪЕМ СитеЧКО 2 10744 42 СИТЕЧКО GRID 1 10253 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . При заказе деталей обязательно процитировать номер модели и номера деталей. Страница 6 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3
PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English Page 6 Сетка ситечко предотвращает помехи крупных объектов и/или повреждение фильтровальной насоса. Если ваш бассейн имеет надувное верхнее кольцо, установите ситечко, сопло и поршень клапан inflating the top ring of the pool liner. The parts figures here further refer to the parts depicted in the List of Parts of this Guide. To install do the following: 1. In B move to unscrew the valve connector from the threaded strainer connector (26) (see figure 1).
Be careful not to lose the rubber puck step (23). Place the piston valve on the ground in a safe place. 2. In a counterclockwise motion, unscrew the nut with a strainer (24) from the threaded connector (26). Leave the flat puck (25) on the connector (26). 3. Install the strainer and the piston valve in the lower position of the pool socket (marked I). On the inside of the pool of the liner insert the connector (26) into one of the pre-cut holes with the puck remaining on the connector, which will be placed on the inside of
the wall of the liner. 4. Before assembling, grease the strands with vaseline. On the flat side of the nut, the strainer (24) in front of the outer wall of the liner clockwise screws the strainer (24) back to the threaded connector (26) (see figure 2). 5. Finger tighten the nut strainer (24) on a threaded connector (26). 6. Take the piston valve assembly. Make sure the puck steps (23) in place. 7. In the motion screw clockwise, the union of the plunger valve is back on the threaded connector (26) (see Figure 3). 8. In
clockwise motion, turn the plunger valve arm to close the position. Make sure the piston valve is securely closed. This will prevent water from leaking during the pool (see figure 4.1). 9. NOTE: Never cover a vacuum valve (36) unless it is damaged or leaking. Replace the vacuum valve immediately. POOL - STRENER - PLUNGER VALVE SETUP (OPTIONAL) 2 25 26 INSIDE LINER WALL 24 3 1 2 2 2 23 2 1 4.2 WATER FLOW POOL 36 4.1 INSIDE LINER WALL PAGE 7 195 PO SAVE THESE
INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 ENGLISH PAGE 7 POOL INLET - NOZZLE AND PLUNGER VALVE SETUP (OPTIONAL) 1. In action counterclockwise, unscrew the valve connector from the threaded slot (26) (see figure 5). Be careful not to lose the rubber puck step (23). Place the piston valve on the ground in a safe place. 2. In a counterclockwise motion, unscrew the nut with a strainer (24) from the threaded connector (26). Leave the flat
puck (25) on the connector (26). 3. Install the nozzle and the piston valve in the upper position of the entrance pool. On the inside of the pool of the liner insert the connector (26) into one of the pre-cut holes with the puck remaining on the connector, which will be placed on the inside of the wall of the liner. 4. Before assembling, grease the strands with vaseline. On the flat side of the nut, the strainer (24) faces to the outer wall of the liner clockwise to screw the strainer (24) back to the threaded connector (26)
(see figure 6). 5. Finger tighten the adjustable pool nozzle entrance (27) and the nut strainer (24) on the threaded connector (26). 6. Take the piston valve assembly. Make sure the puck steps (23) in place. 7. In the motion screw clockwise, the union of the plunger valve is back on the threaded connector (26) (see figure 7). 8. In Move clockwise, turn the handle of the piston valve to close the position. Make sure the piston valve is securely closed. This will prevent the flow of water while filling the pool (see figure
8). 9. NOTE: Never cover a vacuum valve (36) unless it is damaged or leaking. Replace the vacuum valve immediately.10. Adjust the direction of the nozzle head by pointing from the pool socket for the best circulation result (see Figure 9). 11. The pool liner is now ready to fill with water. Consult with the head of the above-ground pool owner to fill out the instructions. 9 5 2 1 7 1 2 8 INSIDE LINER WALL 6 25 26 27 INSIDE LINER WALL 24 WATER FLOW POOL 36 PAGE 8 195 PO SAVE THESE
INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English page 8 PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS SETUP INSTRUCTIONS NOTE: NOT SUITABLE FOR USE WITH KCP-LOW -SALT SALTWATER SYSTEM (MODEL 6110/6220) Sand filter removes hanging particles but does not disinfect your pool. The chemistry of the pool is a specialized area and you should consult your local pool maintenance specialist for details. TOOLS REQUIRED: One (1) Phillips
screwdriver layout and installation: The system should be installed on a solid level and without vibration base. Do not install the pump in a damp or un ventilated place. A team of 2 or more people is recommended to customize this product. Installation of pre-filtering engine: 1. Remove the sand filter and its accessories from the packaging thoroughly and inspect for any visible damage. For missing or damaged parts, contact the intex service centre listed in a separate list of Authorized Service Centers2. In a
counterclockwise motion, unscrew the lid cover cover of the leaf lid (14) from the pre-filtering dwelling. Took out the basket (16) and the filter of the housing nut (17) (see figure 10). 3. Connect the pre-filtered case to the entrance to the motor water. Note: Aligning the connector in a pre-filtered case with water on the engine (see Figure 11). Page 9 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English Page 9 4. Clockwise, the propeller
movement filter shelters the nut (17) at the engine water entrance (see figures 12.1 and 12.2). 5. Replace the basket (16) and the leaf trap cover (14) back to the pre-filtered dwelling (see drawings 13.1 and 13.2). SETUP INSTRUCTIONS (continued) Sand Tank Installation: 1. Place the tank support base at your chosen location.2 Place the tank on the tank's support base (see figure 14.1).3. Connect the engine's pre-filtration unit to the tank support base (see figure 14.2). NOTE: Make sure that the pre-filter
water entry hose connection is drawn to the pool. INTERVIEWER: Some countries, especially in community, require that the product product to the ground or to the base in a constant upright position. Check your local authority to determine if there is regulation in your area regarding above-ground pool filter pumps. If so, the product can be installed on the platform using two holes located in the base. See figure 14.3.Page 10 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X
10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English page 10 SETUP INSTRUCTIONS (continued) Sand loading: IMPORTANT: Use No. 20 silica of sand or glass sand with a particle size range of 0.45 to 0.85 mm (0.018 to 0.033 inches) and a uniformity ratio of less than 1.75 inches. NOTE: Before loading the tank with sand, make sure that the central assembly hub pipes securely in place at the bottom of the tank, and vertically centered on the tank. 1. Place a sand shield (6) on top of the central pipe. Pour sand into the
tank at a slow speed. (see figure 15.2. Fill the tank about halfway, remove the sand shield (6) from above. (see figure 16). 3. Evenly distribute the sand inside the tank and then fill the tank with water to ensure the cushioning effect when the remaining sand is poured in. Place the sand shield (6) back and continue pouring sand into the tank. The sand should be filled between the MAX and the MIN marked sensor on the central tube. Spread evenly and level the sand by hand (see drawings 17 and 18). Page 11
195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English page 11 6-way valve installation: 1. Slowly lower the 6-way valve above the tank and make sure that the bypass tube protruding under the 6th valve fits securely into the central hub of the pipe (7) of the upper hole (see figure 19). IMPORTANT: The 6th valve has three hose connection ports that connect the socket (from the filter to the pool) on the valve facing the pool, and the
input (from engine to valve) is aligned with the engine socket (see figure 20). SETUP INSTRUCTIONS (continued) WARNING The wrong tank valve and build clamp can cause the valve and clamp to blow away and cause serious injury, property damage or death. 20 WATER INPUT SOCKET 2. Place the L-shaped o-ring (11) on a 6-way connection in the back of the valve and on the pump engine socket. In a clockwise motion, connect the hose connecting the sand filter (13) between the pumping engine socket
and the 6th way of the insert valve (see figure 21).3. Remove the bolt clip, and set the clamp around the tank and 6-way valve flanks, then replace the bolt clamp and use the Phillips screwdriver (not included) to tighten it (see figures 22). Page 12 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English Page 12 SAND FILTER HOSE PUMP CONNECTION SETUP 6-WAY has three ports.1 connection hoses. Connect one hose (12) to the
pre-filter entrance and the other end of the hose to the lower flap is pistoned with a strainer. Make sure the hose nuts are tightened reliably. 2. Connect the second hose (12) between the 6th valve socket and the top flap of the piston with the entrance nozzle. Make sure the hose nuts are tightened reliably. 3. The third hose connection port (drainage/waste exit) on the six-way valve is sent to a proper drainage vessel using a hose or pipe (not provided). Remove the drain lid before attaching the hose to the
drain/waste or pipe. 4. The sand filter pump is now ready to filter the pool. WARNING - Put this product away from the pool so that children don't climb on it and don't have access to the pool. (ILLUSTRATION NOT TO SCALE) THE 6TH WATER VALVE ENTRANCE WATER OUTLET MOTOR WATER PRE-FILTER WATER WATER WATER LEVEL ADJUSTABLE WATER LEVEL IN THE POOL ENTRANCE NOZZLE THREADED SOCKET STRAINER OUTSIDE THE LINER WALL OF THE WATER CORD L-
SHAPED O-RING FOR DRAIN L-SHAPED O-RING AIR RELEASE VALVE PAGE 13 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 x 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English page 13 SAND FILTER PUMP HOSE HOSE CONNECTION SETUP (continued) For the size of the inTEX pool 16' and below: 1. In counterclockwise motion unscrew the piston union valve from the threaded strainer connector (26). Be careful not to lose the rubber puck step (23).2. Take up the
piston valve assembly. Make sure the puck steps (23) in place. Connect the B (28) adapter to the piston valve union. 3. Remove the wall fork, then insert the strainer (29 and 31) into the lower position of the protruding hose compound, and nozzle (29 and 30) into the upper position of the protruding hose compound. The B (28) adapter is placed above the connection with a strainer (29) inserted into the connection. Tighten securely. 4. Remove the drain lid (3) before attaching the hose to the drain/waste or pipe.
Non-INTEX Pool: Connect the hose (12) to the pool entrance/exit with a large hose clamp. Tighten securely. Remove the drain lid (3) before attaching the hose or drain/waste pipe. POOL LARGE HOSE CLAMP 12 3 POOL 29 - 30 29 - 31 3 Page 14 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2 013 English page 14 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS23) Normal filtration and regular vacuuming of the pool from the pump through the filter
facilities to the POOL BACKWASH (see figure 24) Reverse flow of water to clean the filter facilities from the pump through the filter facilities to the SURFACE valve/drainage facilities (see. Figure 25) For the initial cleaning of the sand startup, and line up the sand bed after backwashing from the pump through the filter means to the waste valve/drain waste WASTE (see lowering the pool level or draining the pool from the pump to the valve of the waste/drain socket bypassing the media filter RECIRCULATE (see
figure 27) To circulate the water back into the pool without going through the filter from the pump through the valve bypassing the pool to bypass media filtering (see figure 28) Turns off the entire flow for filtration and pool Don't use this setting with the pump running a 6-way valve position and function: Risk of electric shock. Connect this product only to a ground-type vessel protected by a ground fault circuit breaker (GFCI) or a residual current device (RCD). Contact a qualified electrician if you cannot confirm
that the vessel is protected by GFCI/RCD. Use a qualified electrician to install GFCI/RCD with a top speed of 30 mA. Do not use the portable residual current device (PRCD) to reduce the risk of electric shock, do not use extension cords, timers, plug adapters or converters to connect the device to the electricity supply; Provide a properly positioned socket. Don't try to plug or disable this product while standing in the water or when your hands are wet. Never operate this product above the maximum working
pressure stated on the filter tank. Always turn off the pump before changing the position of the valve from the 6th side. The exploitation of this product without water flowing through the system can lead to dangerous pressure, which can lead to an explosive situation, serious injury, property damage or death. Never test this compressed air pump. Never work with a system with water temperatures above 35 degrees Celsius (95 degrees Fahrenheit). ПРЕДУПРЕЖДЕНИЕ R E T L I F E S N I R ET AL U C RI C E R
E S O L L ET S A W B 23 E S N I R ET AL U C RI C E R H A W K C A B E S O L ET S A W 24 R E L L I F E S N I R ET AL U C RI E R E R H S A W K C A B ET S A W 25 Page 15 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English Page 15 Первоначальный запуск и эксплуатация: Перед запуском , будьте уверены that: All the hoses were plugged in and tightened securely, and the correct amount of sand filter was loaded.
The entire system is connected to a grounding vessel protected by a ground fault chain breaker (GFCI) or a residual current device (RCD). Page 16 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English page 16 OPERATING Instructions (continued) 5. Turn off the pump, change the 6-way valve to the POSITION position (see figure 25).6. Turn on the pump and start the pump for one minute to level the sand bed after washing the sand
media.7. Turn off the pump, change the 6-way valve to the FILTER position (see figure 23).8. Turn on the pump. Currently, the system is operating as usual. Start the pump before getting the desired water gap in the pool and no more than 12 hours a day. Record the initial measurement of reading pressure when the media filter is clean. NOTE: During the initial installation of the system, it may be necessary to rinse frequently due to the unusual mud, present in water and sand. After that, as the filter removes dirt
and impurities from the water of the pool, the accumulated dirt in the sandy media will cause the pressure to rise and the flow decreases. If not not устройство, прикрепленное к системе и показания датчика давления находится в желтой зоне, пришло время для промывки песка сми, см. BACKWASH в разделе первоначальный запуск и эксплуатация. Вакуумное устройство (т.е. очиститель авто бассеиля Intex), прикрепленное к системе, также может привести к уменьшению потока и росту
давления. Удалите любое пылесосное устройство из системы и проверьте, упал ли показания датчика давления из желтой зоны в зеленую зону. Page 17 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English Page 17 INTEX POOLS OPERATING TIME TABLE (WITHOUT INTEX SALTWATER SYSTEM) Pool Size Water Capacity (Calculated at 90% for Frame Pool and 80% for Easy Set &amp; Oval Pool) Sand filter pump
operating time (For one cycle) / (Hours) (Gals) (Liters) SF80110 SF70110 SF60110 INTEX ABOVE GROUND POOLS (AGP's) EASY SET® POOL 457cmx84cm(15'x33) 2587 9792 2 457cmx91cm(15'x36) 2822 10681 2 457cmx107cm(15'x42) 3284 12430 2 457cmx122cm(15'x48) 3736 14141 4 488cmx107cm(16'x42) 3754 14209 4 488cmx122cm(16'x48) 4273 16173 4 488cmx132cm(16'x52) 4614 17464 4 549cmx107cm(18'x42) 4786 18115 4 2 2 549cmx122cm(18'x48) 5455 20647 4 2 2 ROUND METAL
FRAME POOL 457cmx91cm(15'x36) 3282 12422 2 457cmx107cm(15'x42) 3861 14614 4 457cmx122cm(15'x48) 4440 16805 4 488cmx122cm(16'x48) 5061 19156 4 549cmx122cm(18'x48) 6423 24311 6 4 4 640cmx132cm(21'x52) 9533 36082 6 4 4 732cmx132cm(24'x52) 12481 47241 8 6 6 ULTRA FRAME POOL 488cmx122cm(16'x48) 5061 19156 4 549cmx122cm(18'x48) 6423 24311 4 4 4 549cmx132cm(18'x52) 6981 26423 6 4 4 610cmx122cm(20'x48) 7947 30079 6 4 4 671cmx132cm(22'x52) 10472
39637 8 4 4 732cmx132cm(24'x52) 12481 47241 8 6 6 792cmx132cm(26'x52) 14667 55515 12 8 8 SEQUOIA SPIRIT® POOL SET 478cmx124cm(15'8x49) 4440 16805 4 508cmx124cm(16'8x49) 5061 19156 4 2 2 569cmx135cm(18'8x53) 6981 26423 6 4 4 OVAL FRAME POOL 305cmx549cmx107cm(10'x18'x42) 2885 10920 2 366cmx610cmx122cm(12'x20'x48) 4393 16628 4 2 2 RECT. ULTRAFRAME POOL 274cmx457cmx122cm(9'x15'x48) 3484 13187 4 2 2 274cmx549cmx132cm(9'x18'x52) 4545 17203 4
2 2 305cmx610cmx132cm(10'x20'x52) 5835 22085 4 4 2 366cmx732cmx132cm(12'x24'x52) 8403 31805 6 4 4 488cmx975cmx132cm(16'x32'x52) 14364 54368 12 8 6 This table shows the required operating time for average use of the sand filter pump with above ground pools. Если система прикреплена к блоку Intex Saltwater System, время работы фильтровальной насоса должно быть больше требуемого времени работы блока Intex Saltwater System. ПРИМЕЧАНИЕ: Положение настройки
таймера 12 часов имеет дополнительные 20 минут по фактической настройке. Страница 18 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English Page 18 NON-INTEX POOLS OPERATING TIME TABLE Water Capacity Sand pump (Для одного цикла) / (Часы) (Галс) (Литс) SF80110 SF70110 SF60110 3000 11355 2 4000 15140 4 2 4440 16805 4 2 5000 18925 4 2 6000 22710 4 4 7000 26495 6 4 8000 30280 6 4 4 9000
34065 6 4 4 10000 37850 8 6 4 11000 41635 8 6 4 12000 4542 0 8 6 6 13000 49205 12 6 6 14000 52990 12 8 6 15000 56775 12 8 6 16000 60560 12 8 6 17000 643455 12 8 8 18000 68130 12 12 12 19000 71915 12 12 8 20000 75700 12 8 21000 79485 12 12 2000 83270 12 12 12 12 12 1212 23000 87055 12 12 24000 90840 12 12 25000 94625 12 12 26000 98410 12 12 This table shows the required working time for the average use of a filter pump with overland pools. Page 19 195 PO SAVE THESE
INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English Page 19 MOTOR PRE-FILTER CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 1. Make sure the filter pump is off and then disable the power cord from the electrical outlet. 2. Turn both piston valve handles completely clockwise until they stop. This closes the valve, prevents the flow of water from the pool. 3. Release the pressure first by opening the sedimentary valve (19) located on the underside of the pre-filtered
case (see Figure 32). 4. In a counterclockwise motion, unscrew the leaf trap cover (14), then remove the basket (16) and the o-ring trap sheet (15) from the pre-filter housing (see figure 33). 5. Empty and rinse the basket with a garden hose, can use a plastic brush to remove sediment from the basket. Do not use a metal brush. 6. Clean and rinse the inside of the pre-filtered dwelling and the O-ring trap sheet with a garden hose. 7. Reinstall the O-ring trap sheet, basket and sheet trap cover for pre-filter shelter.8.
Close the precipitation release valve (19) back. 1 2 32 33 19 14 15 16 35 Page 20 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 X 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English Page 20 1. Before emptying your pool for long-term storage, or migration, make sure the water is directed to an acceptable drain water vessel away from home. Check local rules for specific directions regarding the removal of water in the pool. 2. Turn off the unit and disconnect the power cord from
the electrical outlet. When the pool is empty, unplug all the hoses from the pump and piston valves and remove the strainer/piston valves from the pool wall. 4. In anti-clockwise motion, unscrew the lid of the drainage valve (9) from the drainage valve to carefully drain the tank. The drainage valve is located at the bottom of the filter tank. 5. Disassemble the pumping engine from the base of the tank.6. Leave the sand filter pump pieces and hoses outside to dry the air thoroughly. Coats the following o-rings and
washers with Vaseline for long-term storage: L-shaped o-rings (11 and 18). Pump hose O-ring (22). - Assembly washer for assembling Strainer's valve (23). Flat rubber pucks for the strain (25). 8. Depress the 6-way valve with a handle and rotate in order to set the pointer on the valve of the top N position. This allows water to flow from the valve. A 6-way valve in this inactive position. 9. It is best to put all the dry pieces and pumping engine in the original storage packaging. Who to who condensate or corrosion
problems do not cover or wrap the pump engine with plastic bags. 10. Keep the pumping engine and accessories in a dry place. The temperature of the storage must be controlled, between 0 degrees Celsius (32 degrees Fahrenheit) and 40 degrees Celsius (104 degrees Fahrenheit). POOL CARE - CHEMICALS - All pools require care to ensure that the water is clean and hygienicly clean. With proper chemical control, your filter will help you achieve this goal. Consult your food pool dealer for instructions
regarding the proper use of chlorine, algae and other chemical agents needed for sparkling clean water. Keep chemicals in the pool away from the children. Do not replenish the chemicals in the pool while the pool is busy. Irritation to the skin or eyes can occur. Daily pH checks and chemical water treatment are very important and cannot be overestimated. Chlorine, algae and maintaining the proper pH level are essential when filling the pool as well as during the season. Check with your local pool supply store
for instructions. Do not allow swimming in the pool until the pH level is balanced. Check with your local pool store for instructions. Chlorinated water can damage lawns, gardens or shrubs when children play in the pool and splash water outside the pool. The lawns under the pool liner will be destroyed. Note that some types of grass can grow through the liner. The time the filter starts depends on the size of the pool, the weather, and the level of use. Experiment with different times of time to work to produce clean
clean water. LONG TERM STORAGE - WINTERIZATION CAUTION Concentrated chlorine solutions can damage the pool liner. Always follow the chemical manufacturer's instructions, as well as health and hazard warnings. CAUTION Permission to freeze water will damage the sand filter and void the warranty. If anti-freezing solution is necessary, use only propylene glycol. Propylene glycol is not toxic and does not damage the components of the plastic system; other anti-freezes are highly toxic and can
damage plastic components in the system. Page 21 195 PO SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS (195PO) SAND FILTER PUMP ENGLISH 7.5 x 10.3 PANTONE 295U 06/28/2013 English page 21 TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE CAUSE TROUBLE SOLUTION - The linear cord must be connected to a three-wire socket, which is protected by interruption of the Class A circuit. Turn off the switch and call the electrician to fix the problem. Adjust the level of chlorine and pH. Check with local swimming pool stores. Clear
any obstacles in the intake hose by unloading it Tighten the hoses, check the hoses for damage, check the water level in the pool. -Clean the pre-filtering basket more often. Turn off the pump, clean the debris or obstacles in the socket, remove all air from the filter pump and turn the pump back on. Contact the Intex service centre immediately to order a replacement. You can cover the release valve with the lid temporarily if you make sure that the strainer lid/mesh strainer is installed and you don't start the pump
while the pool is busy. Fill the pool to fix the water level. Remove the 6-way valve cover and make sure the o-ring is in place. Clean tank of sand o-ring with water garden hose. Tighten/reinstall the hose nut.Make sure the o-ring/L-shape of the o-ring is in place and undamaged. Turn off the pump and restart in 5 minutes. Clear any obstacles in the reception by ingesting it from the 6th valve. - Use only No.20 silica sand with a particle size range of 0.45 to 0.85 mm (0.018 to 0.033 inches) and a homogeneous ratio
of less than 1.75. FILTER MOTOR FAILS TO START FILTER DOESN'T CLEAN POOL FILTER DOESN'T PUMP WATER OR FLOW IS VERY SLOW PUMP DOESN'T WORK 6-WAY VALVE/COVER LEAKING HOSE LEAKING TIMER IS INACCURATE OR TIMER CAN'T SET PRESSURE GAUGE DOESN'T WORK SAND IS FLOWING BACK INTO THE POOL MOTOR TOO HOT AND THE protection AGAINST congestion IS off. - Clogged entrances or discharges. Air leak on the entry line. Crust or caking on
the surface of the filtering sand. A vacuum pool device attached to the system. Low water level. - The sand tank is missing from the ring. - The hose nut is not securely tight. Possible internal timer is faulty. - The clogged entrance of the pressure sensor. The sand is too small. calcified. This guide is related to the following products: products:
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